2021 Maine Coronavirus Relief Fund Commitment Report

THIS IS A REPORT PREVIEW ONLY.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE REPORT ONLINE, USING THE LINK PROVIDED.

Start of Block: Applicant

Thank you for your efforts to support the safe return to classroom instruction with the use of Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF). To prepare for the culmination of the grant period (June 30, 2021), each participating organization must complete this report by April 16, 2021.

Information about the CRF for education in Maine can be found on the Maine Department of Education's CARES Act page: https://www.maine.gov/doe/covid-19/fedrelief

** If you are completing a report for multiple organizations, complete this submission fully before starting a new one.

Again, to ensure timely reporting by the Maine Department of Education to the Maine Department of Administrative and Financial Services, this report is due by April 16, 2021. We thank you for your timely submission of this report.

If you have questions about this report, please contact Nicole Denis (nicole.denis@maine.gov) at the Maine DOE.

Q2 Please select your organization
Organization (1)

▼ Acadia Academy (1) ... York Public Schools (271)
Q3 Report completed by:
__________________________________________________________

Q4 Title
__________________________________________________________

* Q5 Email Address
__________________________________________________________

* Q6 Phone Number
__________________________________________________________

End of Block: Applicant

Start of Block: Remaining Threshold

Q7 Our organization confirms that our remaining CRF 1, CRF 1 Adult Education, CRF 2, CRF 2 Reallocated, and CRF Day Programming (as applicable) funds:
- are equal to or less than $100 in EACH grant, and
- we have no intention of using the remaining funds.

  ○ True (1)

  ○ False (2)

End of Block: Remaining Threshold

Start of Block: Attestations

Q8
This report requires that you indicate the amount of CRF funds that will be committed by your
organization by 06/30/2021. Commitment of funds may be demonstrated in the following ways:

- For personnel costs: by individual contracts and/or documentation of cost per employee to include rate of pay, amount per pay period, payroll withholding and benefit amounts
- For services: by contracts which include completion dates or, written statements from the service providers of the completion date
- For supplies and equipment: by purchase orders or order confirmations

Q9 CRF #1 (Safe Return to Classroom)

- Final approved allocation (1)
- Total committed by 6/30/21 (3)
- Total uncommitted (4)
- Notes: (5)

Q10 CRF #1 Adult Education

- Final approved allocation (1)
- Total committed by 6/30/21 (2)
- Total uncommitted (3)
- Notes: (4)
Q11 CRF Day Programming for School Aged Children

- Final approved allocation (1)
- Total committed by 6/30/21 (2)
- Total uncommitted (4)
- Notes: (5)

Q12 CRF #2 (Safe Return to Classroom)

- Final approved allocation (1)
- Total committed by 6/30/21 (2)
- Total uncommitted (4)
- Notes: (5)

Q13 CRF #2 Reallocation (Safe Return to Classroom)

- Final approved allocation (1)
- Total committed by 6/30/21 (2)
- Total uncommitted (4)
- Notes: (5)

End of Block: Attestations

Start of Block: Signature
Q14 By signing below, I hereby certify that this report is accurate and that the funds will be expended in accordance with the requirements of the US Department of Treasury's Coronavirus Relief Fund (https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Coronavirus-Relief-Fund-Frequently-Asked-Questions.pdf) I also understand that our organization must enter into a contract requiring the delivery of goods or performance of services by June 30, 2021. Services must be completed and the acquired or improved property or equipment must be put to use in service of the COVID-19-related use for which it was acquired or improved by June 30, 2021.

End of Block: Signature